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1) There are no biological races

2) The history of racial terms refers to essential 
biological divisions

3) There are no such divisions so there are no races

What is the conclusion?



Defining Race

1) On the ideational view of meaning, there are 
various criteria that determine the meaning 

2) In the case of race, maybe:

A. Most sub-saharan Africans are negro
B. Most Europeans are white
C. Most Chinese are yellow
D. Everybody has a race
E. There are only a few races

    



Defining Race

1) On the referential view of meaning, the reference 
in the meaning so we figure out the underlying 
thing in the world that we are pointing to

2) The natural view is a causal theory - what is the 
causal explanation underlying the phenomenon 
we are pointing to

3) Obvious scientific examples include electricity, 
acid, bird but also god, phlogiston, witches



Ideational Race

1) The problem here is that there just is nothing 
that satisfies all (or even most?) of the important 
criteria

2) In the case of race, maybe:

A. Most sub-saharan Africans are negro
B. Most Europeans are white
C. Most Chinese are yellow
D. Everybody has a race
E. There are only a few races



Referential Race

1) On the referential view of meaning, the reference 
in the meaning so we figure out the underlying 
thing in the world that we are pointing to

2) Appiah argues biological race is a scientific term - 
we can make mistakes, there is an underlying 
scientific fact, etc.

3) Human races are natural kinds - there is a correct, 
natural division of humans into races regardless 
of what anyone thinks



Referential Race

1) We need to look at the history of racial terms to 
see what we have been talking about all along

2) Here the modern concept of race is invented in 
the 18th century (or so) and refers to significant 
differences between people in intellectual, moral, 
aesthetic talents not to mention physical 
attributes

3) But we now know that there are no such natural 
divisions and hence no such thing as race



The history of race
This is why we read Bernier’s New Division of the Earth - to 
see that from the very beginning, races were assumed to be 
essentially, biologically different

Appiah looks to Thomas Jefferson - a serious, scientific 
intellectual - as a representative of ‘expert’ racial knowledge

Bernier, Jefferson, (and everyone) just assumed that the 
differences among races were biological (not due to culture 
or environment) and essential - part of what makes the 
different races what they are 



The history of race

What the underpinning biological reason for the physical and 
mental differences was unclear (was it blood? semen? 
genes?) but the point is that a person’s race was determined 
by biological things whether we understood why or not

— But we now know that we were just massively mistaken 
about these differences. There are no natural, biological 
divisions of people that answer to the concept of “race”. So 
races don’t exist (just like phlogiston, the aether, witches, 
possibly tachyons, god, moral facts,…)



But there are differences!

But obviously people are different! What about skin 
color, hair texture, alleles like sickle cell, etc.
 
First, they typically vary continuously and don’t ‘cluster’ 
Second, they don’t divide up the same way
 
So you could pick one of these (say skin color) and 
insist that is what race just means, but then many of 
the criterial beliefs will be false and it won’t play the 
explanatory role it is supposed to play



1) “Race” as a term, is meaningless

2) It is meant to attach to groups of humans with 
meaningful, essentially different biological (physical 
and mental) characteristics

3) There are no such groups so there are no races

The conclusion


